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1. A brief summary of the research project 

My project is an attempt to describe the „Berlin Republic” as an independent, self-reliant 

entity, to differentiate the same from the „Bonn Republic”, to delineate the new republic’s 

dilemmas pertaining to systemic challenges, and to examine the trendsetting value of this 

societal experiment. 

On October 7, 1989 the German Democratic Republic (GDR) celebrated the 40th anniversary 

of its existence with its customary military parade, and for many of the spectators, the 

dictatorship appeared to be eternal and infallible, which was dominated by a centenarian elite, 

despite signs of internal crisis and the emerging central and east european reforms. Not quite 

one year passed since that time and on October 3, 1990, the former East Germany has merged 

into and become the eastern province (states) of the reunified Germany. However, the 

reunification process has not only changed the eastern, but the western states as well. A new 

Germany was born, in the place of the Bonn Republic the new Berlin Republic was 

established. 

The reunified Germany has gone through many changes, its political system, society and 

perception of its international role have all been transformed. Less than a quarter century later 

the critical southern European press has already kept referring to the country as the „Fourth 

Reich”.
1
 In 1990, by comparison, such an analogue could be conceived only in the fearful 

minds of a few distrustful heads of state.  

My dissertation examines the first quarter century of the Berlin Republic and reviews the 

processes of six election cycles, between 1990 and 2013. To begin with, the exact description 

of the establishment of the Berlin Republic itself is debated. Next to reunification there were 

alternative concepts ranging from the vision of a dual state to preserving a special status for 

East Germany, which could have retained the Bonn Republic. However, there has been a 

sharp public debate in Germany from the very beginning of this process regarding the sublime 

concept of reunification. At least four theses are known in political science literature that 

describe unification’s real meaning. According to the „duplication theory”, despite the 

apparent fusion, the eastern and western detachments have become a permanent feature of the 

Berlin Republic, while according to the „thesis of colonization” the West Germans have 

                                                 
1
 „Quarto Reich”, in: Il Giornale 24, 3rd August, 2012,www.ilgiornale.it/news/quarto-reich-827668.html 

(download: 30. July 2013) 

http://www.ilgiornale.it/news/quarto-reich-827668.html
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actually taken possession of the eastern states in a hegemonic fashion. A somewhat more 

cautious assessment is made by the „theory of accommodation”, which denotes that a 

continuous convergence of the eastern folks is underway towards the West, or by the „thesis 

of transformation”, which emphasizes that through the process of reunification the entire 

Federal Republic of Germany, otherwise known as the Bonn Republic, will also be 

transformed. My paper is not focusing on the process of reunification, but rather assesses the 

effects of reunification and by doing so, it is using the „thesis of transformation” as an 

overriding concept. 

The fact of transformation is difficult to refute, however, it would have overstrained the 

barriers of this project, if we had attempted to analyze the socio-economic processes of all 

areas effected by reunification. Since our attention is primarily focused on the political 

system, we could not address such ancillary developments as immigration, secularization or 

economic restructuring. When we analyze the transformation of the political system, we 

essentially probe four processes: the emergence of reunification, Europeanization, political 

reforms and socio-economic modernization. 

In the first part of my inquiry I have examined the old and new German political systems and 

explore the apparent changes that have surfaced despite all the similarities that still existed.  

Followed by this, in the second part, I pinpointed dilemmas associated with the functioning of 

the new Berlin Republic. Political science has used long observation and polemic intercourse 

between various schools of discipline to identify weaknesses in all political systems, should 

they be the most enviable political entities worldwide. This is also the case when we examine 

the Berlin Republic, although introduction of the apparent mistakes does not mean that the 

German system would not be capable of managing these lapses, dysfunctions, and the 

dilemmas therein. The Berlin Republic, despite its obstacles, is an innovative political entity. 

Finally, in the third part, I have explored the trendsetting nature of the old-new political 

system, probing whether the German political structure could serve as a model/example for 

other countries. During this inquiry to showcase the role of the „German model”, I am 

invoking two case studies, one being the debates surrounding Hungarian democratic 

transformation and the other focusing on the constitutional debates pertaining to the European 

Union. Although for Hungary the „western” democratic model, and primarily the German 

political system served as an indispensable precedent to follow, the thorough analysis of these 
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political structures and pondering the advantages and disadvantages of such political 

construction have been lacking at the time of implementation. The paper would like to 

contribute to filling the gap in that respect. 

The question is rightfully asked why the dissertation targets such a comprehensive topic as its 

subject of inquiry, instead of just embarking on the thorough examination of a particular 

phenomenon or an institution. There were three fundamental considerations that played a role 

in my decision to select this theme. First, I aimed to contribute to the external evaluation of 

the Hungarian model meriting from such lessons; secondly, endeavored to introduce the 

workings of the German political system in Hungarian, which is a language seldom used for 

this purpose, and finally, so that I will be able to transplant and more accurately describe 

some of the expressions of the German political science vocabulary by importing these 

expressions directly into the Hungarian language, without lamenting on their original 

meaning. To accomplish this, I had to resort to the comprehensive overview of the Berlin 

Republic and not just study one of its aspects. 

Aside from the works of László J. Kiss, it is difficult to find exhaustive scientific literature 

examining the functioning of the German political system in Hungarian political science 

literature. Of course, we have not attempted to assemble a textbook type description to dwell 

on all aspects the German model, our goal was rather the substantive investigation of selected 

components of the same, considering the six parliamentary cycles between 1990 and 2013. 

The dissertation concentrates primarily on the institutional dimension, but whenever we deem 

it necessary, we are also introducing the historical-cultural dimension. When introducing 

German public life, it is essential to also pay attention to the national socialist past, which is 

an active part of German introspection. During our research, we used both the basic German 

political science literature and some of the newest studies and essays focusing on the subject. 

Since the author follows German political events on a daily basis as a sort „scientific hobby”, 

we invoke numerous original sources, articles and political statements in order to better 

introduce the above processes. 
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2. Brief description of the completed project, methods of analysis 

2.1  Research questions, theses 

During our research we formulated three premises with respect to the Berlin Republic. All 

three initial theses are general in nature, but their justification or repudiation would require 

thorough scrutiny. For this reason, the entire dissertation will be constructed along the 

exposition of these premises. 

Our first presumption was that the Berlin Republic that was established after 1990 is 

fundamentally different from the Bonn Republic and therefore can be viewed as an 

independent political entity. All demarcations of an independent political system is 

necessarily debatable, however, the accelerating transformation of the German political 

system after the reunification is difficult to discredit. The question was raised if the actual 

transformation of the political system could exceed the customary changes that are typically 

created as a result of a change of government or external economic shifts. It was widely 

expected that the Berlin Republic would not be an antithesis of the Bonn Republic, but rather 

a modification and organic advancement of the same. The foundations of the constitutional 

order have not been transformed and the parliamentary system remained intact. However, the 

characterization of a political system is not equal to the constitutional order, but instead may 

impact its party lineups, voters’ behavior and/or the international role of the state as 

interpreted by the relevant actors. 

According to the second supposition of this paper, the Berlin Republic of the time is far from 

being flawless, but it is able to manage its occasionally surfacing problems in the short run 

and/or in the long run. According to this presumption, it is possible to pinpoint dysfunctional 

properties in the widely admired German political system, however, those do not necessarily 

paralyze the functioning of the system as a whole. Based on our thesis, the Berlin Republic is 

an innovative entity despite all challenges and obstacles. 

Finally, our third presumption (thesis) had to do with the Berlin Republic serving as a model 

despite its historically unique nature and lack of precedence. As it was considered a reference 

point during the Central European transition process, by the same token it serves as a guide 

during the search for an ideal model of European integration and it proved to be an useful 

learning process during the progress of the European Union. It would be an exaggeration to 

claim that the Hungarian political system or European integration as such would have become 
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„German” in their structural make-up, but in our reasoning, it can be proven that the Bonn and 

Berlin Republics have certifiably left their imprint on the development of these political 

systems. 

2.2     Methods of analysis 

To query the thesis, I attempted to survey Hungarian, German and English professional 

literature. Overwhelmingly, I had German-language sources at my disposal. As I mentioned in 

the brief summary of my research project, due to my personal interest I have been compiling 

political statements, speeches, statistics and news articles for years regarding the subject. I 

have tried to make the available literature more colorful in all cases. 

I have first come to observe the Berlin Republic’s unique, different nature from the Bonn 

Republic in a study by William E. Peterson (2000). However, my research queries were 

extended beyond his observations to a broader area of inquiry. What helped me a great deal in 

constructing the make-up of political institutions was the data bank of the Bundestag 

(parliament) and the book of ex-government advisor Volker Busse (2010) whose university 

classes I was able to attend approximately 10 years ago at Humboldt University. 

In order to identify the changes of federalism, first I had to introduce the federal political 

system itself, which is lesser known to Hungarian political science experts.  A unitarian state, 

such as Hungary’s political science discipline reflects, understandably spends less time 

exploring this concept. During the relevant research I have utilized studies completed by Fritz 

W. Scharpf (2005, 2009), which are known to Hungarian theorists as well, and I used the 

documents of the last two federalism reform during the past two decades. 

When I looked at changes incorporated into the Basic Law, I listed the background of 

individual amendments, while also analyzing results of the parliamentary votes pertaining to 

the same. Many call the Berlin Republic a consensual democracy, which does not mean that 

disputes do not exist, or that certain decisions would not run into a critical reception. While 

introducing changes in the Basic Law I have also analyzed these as well. 

Upon introducing parties and party systems, beyond citing the regular literature that details 

these parties, I primarily used Oskar Niedermayer’s (2012) annual research publications. With 

respect to studying election behavior and relevant results I utilized the primary source of the 

leading federal election publication, the Bundeswahlleiter. The advantage of the German 
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political system is that at every election there is a large representative sample state survey 

prepared, hence not only the regional distribution of election results will be apparent, but also 

demographic trends can be studied. 

Finally, upon reviewing the first thesis, I also analyzed the changes experienced in the 

Germans’ developing perception of their role as an actor in the international arena, in which I 

have relied largely on the works of László J. Kiss, which are also available in Hungarian 

(2011). 

During the sorting out of dilemmas associated with the functioning of the Berlin Republic, I 

reviewed the daily briefs of political science literature and the daily order of politics as a 

regular follower of these sources. The sub-chapter entitled „the overstraining of solidarity”, 

for example, was completed because of the Bavarian state government’s constitutional 

submission, in which the Bavarians, who prefer to emphasize their free state status, tackled 

the „financial compensation” system that have been established through decades of federalism 

and which, in their view, gradually presents an increased burden to them. I have attempted to 

portray this extremely complex and in many respects unjust system using this perception as a 

starting point.  

My attention was directed at the „rigidity of chancellorship democracy” by the 2005 early 

elections, which I could personally experience as a fellow at the Bundestag. This precedence, 

which was actually the third such incident since 1949, namely that a Chancellor has 

consciously (pretending that he actually wants this) lost a vote of confidence in order to 

dissolve Parliament – resulting in a sizable literature regarding the prohibition of such a 

measure, i.e. the dissolution of Parliament, which inherently focuses on the problems of this 

institution. 

In the chapter „the limits of reform capability”, I am outlining through the failure of the social 

democratic-green party alliance’s reform program called Agenda 2010 how the governing 

party fractions can exert serious opposition waves in the German political system. According 

to Tsebelis (2002), in addition to political factions, veto power can be effectively exercised 

during the decision-making processes also by the assembly of state governments (Bundesrat) 

and the constitutional court. 

The analysis regarding election system distortions, which has been resolved by the innovative 

Berlin Republic in the Spring of 2013, will stem from the review of election results. Based on 
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these results, it can be demonstrated that all federal government coalitions of 2000 and 

thereafter can enjoy their chancellery majority in parliament due to this process, which has 

consistently rewarded large parties, which retroactively questions the legitimacy of all 

government majority positions. 

With respect to democracy deficit, I have reached out to the relevant self-critical German-

language literature (Habermas, 1976), which also served as a systemic critique of the entire 

Berlin Republic. I have therefore arrived from the comprehensive critiques of capitalism and 

parliamentarianism to the restraints of indirect democracy. I have attempted to introduce this 

latter dilemma by reviewing state election rules, results and reform initiatives therein. 

Finally, during the analysis of the model role of the Bonn and Berlin Republics, I have 

attempted to query the scientific review of the biographies of the regime changing systemic 

elite in this Hungarian case study, as well as their annotated debates (the discussions at NEKA 

or National Roundtable), the relevant memoirs of László Sólyom and Kálmán Kulcsár and the 

scientific interpretation of historical accounts by Mihály Bihari and András Bozóki. When I 

charted the parallels and variations of the two historical models, I had at my disposal the 

broad literature dwelling on the political systems of both countries. In contrast to this, upon 

discussing the neoinstitutional style comparison of the German and European political 

systems as per Tibor Navracsics (1998), I had to resort to my own creativity, juxtaposing and 

newly utilizing the literature describing the two political systems. 
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3. Scientific conclusions and their possible applications  

3.1  Results: the Berlin Republic differs from the Bonn Republic 

The thesis regarding the transformation of the political system has been justified.  Although 

the Berlin Republic vastly differs from the Bonn Republic, by and large, it is not altogether 

different from its Bonn counterpart. The transformation’s success can perhaps be 

demonstrated by the phraseology (Berlin Republic), which was initially cautious in invoking 

this title perhaps because of the failed Weimar Republic as a precedence or Berlin’s imperial 

past, however, even the current finance minister Wolfgang Schäuble is inclined to use this 

self-definition. In the newly created political system, the public legal system has been 

transformed the least. Naturally, during reunification process the institutions of the Bonn 

Republic have been expanded, thereby providing room for proper representation of the 

impromptu assembled new states and giving consideration to their proportional voting rights 

as well, including their potential veto power. During our research, we have ascertained that 

only the further strengthening of the office of the Chancellery became apparent, which is 

attributable to the increased weight of the European Council, parallel to the Maastricht and 

Lisbon Treaties. Other than this, only the proportional increase of women representatives 

seemed to be a new trend, which influenced the Berlin Republic’s daily legislative agenda in 

an indirect fashion by elevating women’s equality to a higher plateau. It was also interesting 

to observe that there is a strong continuity with respect to the composition of the 

constitutional court between the Bonn and Berlin systems and therefore presumably their way 

of thinking as well. Although the role of the constitutional court in the Berlin Republic has 

further increased and the augmentation of the Basic Law has elevated numerous issues to the 

legal scope of constitutional politics, the constitutional law judges of east German background 

have been visibly absent.  

An important novelty of the Berlin Republic was the federalism reform experiment, which has 

been spared the widely anticipated intellectual debates, but proved to successfully slow down 

the increasing pressure of cooperation between the Bundestag and the Bundesrat, at least 

according to parliamentary statistics. Another achievement of federalism reform was that the 

role of states has expanded, whether we look at their scope of decisionmaking, or their right 

of representation in the European Union as it is affirmed in the 38th constitutional amendment 

(regarding questions that impact the scope of the Council). Of course, these changes have not 
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led to the devolutionary tendencies experienced in the British or Italian federalist systems. 

Behind the semi-success of federalism reform one of the weak links of the Berlin Republic 

became visible: the constant push towards a consensus. The result was practically encoded 

into the system, since this constant expectation was mitigated somewhat by the expectation of 

an overarching consensus involving nearly all states and institutions. Finally, but not 

unexpectedly, there were important changes that were promulgated from a systemic point of 

view, however, the entire system itself has not been revamped. 

The most spectacular transformation in the party structure has occurred after 1990. The two-

party or some say two-and-a-half party structure of the Bonn Republic has been replaced by 

the five-party pluralist line-up with the Berlin Republic. The monopoly of representative 

democracy that was established at the federal level in 1949 (the lack of direct democracy) 

assures a prominent role for the parties in the German political system, hence the Berlin 

Republic can also be regarded as a „state of parties”. 

Not only the number of parties has changed, but the parties themselves have also been 

transformed. We have analyzed in detail that the CDU has lost nearly 40 percent of its 

membership in the reunified and therefore expanded Germany, while SDP’s membership was 

nearly halved, which can be attributed primarily to the erosion of societal advantage that can 

be derived from party membership. Only the low volume membership of the Greens, who had 

began their ascent in the 1980s, have remained unchanged in the Berlin Republic. Among the 

age-related characteristics of the voters, we need to highlight the above average presence of 

senior voters in the CDU and the same can be pointed out about the 45 and under age group in 

the Green party. In contrast to this, the age distribution of voters is relatively even in the SPD, 

although the total number of sympathisers within the party seemed to have leveled off 

compared to its earlier role as a people’s party. Another important difference is the 

transformation of the parties, one prominent feature of which is the post-Helmut-Kohl CDU’s 

„social democratization” and another is the fragmentation of the left-wing party spectrum 

(SPD, Greens, Left-wing, Pirate party). Interestingly, this latter development has promoted 

the joint governing alliance of the CDU and the SPD, since it removed some of the obstacles 

from the way to a grand coalition. It can also be deciphered that the larger divisions of the 

party system of the Berlin Republic increasingly tend to fall between the two large „people’s 

parties” (CDU/CSU and SPD) on the one hand and the other miscellaneous parties on the 

other hand, instead of splitting the two aforementioned grand parties. The peoples’ parties 
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continue to be core building blocks of the German political system, and despite repeated 

allegations of their crisis, they have been transformed and strive to exist. In spite of 

expectations to the contrary, the „East-West” conflict is not nearly as pronounced a feature of 

the Berlin Republic two decades after reunification as many thought it would be. In 2009, for 

example, the election results margin between the old „west German” and the „new” states 

proved to be only 4-5 percentage points. Only the so-called „Left-wing” seems to be a 

regional party, which gained 18 percentage points more in the East than it scored in the West. 

Finally, the Berlin Republic’s reformed nature is affirmed through its changed international 

perception as a foreign policy actor. Although it reaches beyond the first six parliamentary 

cycles, but Joachim Gauck federal president’s speech of January 2014 cogently sums up the 

essence of Germany’s military role, which role would have been unimaginable under the 

umbrella of a domestic and foreign consensus in the Bonn Republic. According to the head of 

state, „Germany should not say "no" on principle. Nor should it say "yes" unthinkingly” to 

any request to involve the Bundeswehr in an international conflict. This principle is reflected 

in the Kosovo and the subsequent Afghan missions. Nevertheless, the Berlin Republic will 

remain a civilian power, which along the lines of both internal critiques and foreign approval, 

will fill an increasingly significant, leading role in European politics. 

3.2  Results: the Berlin Republic is not a perfect political system, but it is 

innovative 

We have pointed out through the query of five areas that the Berlin Republic’s functioning 

has faced with several difficulties, which it can only manage with relative success. By 

pointing out the „rigidity of chancellery democracy” we called attention to the theoretical 

situation that the German political system, which is embedded in the central role of the 

chancellor, would be paralyzed by a politically weak chancellor, since in lack of a positive 

majority, it is unable to replace him with another chancellor. A technocratic, crisis manager 

type chancellor, despite institutional advantages, would easily run into the limitations of 

governance, since his/her ministers and supporting factions would not follow his lead as 

closely as they normally do in case of a politically more astute chancellor. In cases like this, 

the lack of a constructive vote of confidence and the prohibition to dissolve Parliament could 

actually be the obstacle to the necessary overhaul. Since the chancellor does not have an 

executive tool to discipline the political actors, he/she needs to resort to other creative 

methods to exercise strong executive power and achieve the dissolution of the Bundestag (and 
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this also concerns the head of state). In the Berlin Republic Angela Merkel’s name is 

associated with the patient deferral technique that enables her to have strong chancellery 

powers, which can be used as a governing technique to prove the innovative capacity of the 

Berlin system. 

We also launched an inquiry to the „limitations of reform capability”, which is the obstacle to 

the renewal of the Berlin Republic. Resistance of the governing party fraction (to reform), as 

it also happened in the case of the „Agenda 2010” reforms, is a response that is common in 

the political systems of other countries as well. The German system’s unique feature is the 

preeminent role of the constitutional court to use its veto power and the indispensable support 

of the Bundesrat’s absolute majority (the Bundesrat comprising representatives of the state 

governments) when it comes to approving legislation in approximately 30-40 percent of the 

cases. The limitations of reform capability is also shown by the fact that the latter rule was 

rejected (the rule of simple majority), hence only federal reform and empowerment of the 

same could serve as a counterweight to the Bundesrat’s veto power.  

One of the serious challenges of the Berlin Republic is „the overstraining of solidarity”. Those 

states that are net surplus contributors typically expect the constitutional court to intervene on 

their behalf to ease their budget burden. Resolving this issue may be a protracted process, 

however, the „Solidarity Pact” between the federal government and the states, which will 

expire in 2019, will present a new dilemma for the Berlin Republic in deciding how to 

overhaul the hitherto unjust redistribution system by introducing a comprehensive reform of 

the same. 

The dilemma of the „distorted election system” was resolved by the Berlin Republic prior to 

the 2013 elections, having proven that its capacity to solve problems is not impeded by its 

limitations to expedite reforms, by eliminating the obstacles to innovation. True, this was 

implemented as a result of some pressure by the constitutional court, without its 

encouragement the former election system that previously always assisted the largest party 

through excess fractional votes, while it promoted tactical voting through the opportunity of 

negative voting patterns. The resolution of this problem, however, put forth another dilemma. 

Since this reform has pushed the German election system towards proportionality, it increases 

the chance that there will not be election winners with a clear majority to govern. It is widely 

known that in 2013 only a grand coalition was able to acquire the necessary mandates to lead 
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the country. This danger is exacerbated by the apparent inertia and fragmentation at the party 

level, which was only increased by the new Alternative for Germany movement. 

In the last sub-chapter called „democracy deficit” we have inserted some systemic criticism of 

the Berlin Republic that occasionally targeted a specific institution or a concept. As far as the 

latter, they include the lack of plebiscite or referendum at the federal level, the non-public 

decisions that are made by certain party insiders (cartel), as well as the redundancies and 

superfluous overflow of the text of the constitution since 1949. Nothing has happened in these 

areas in terms of reform, but repeated attempts to overhaul the system indicate that at some 

point in the future there will be some refinements. 

3.3  Results: the model role of the Bonn and Berlin Republics 

The German and the Hungarian model’s similarities are striking in terms of the chancellery 

democracy, a two votes election system, the cooperative necessity promoted by German 

federalism and Hungary’s „constitutional force” or pivotal laws, the preeminence of the 

constitutional court and in many instances Hungarian judges using the German constitutional 

court as a reference point. On the other hand, differences are also important. The Berlin 

Republic for historical reasons does not recognize the dissolution of the Parliament does not 

apply the tools of direct democracy at the federal level, does not use the veto power of the 

President as opposed to the Hungarian model, and finally, its party system also developed in a 

different fashion, despite all evidence to the contrary. A cooperative opposition force has not 

emerged (in Hungary) and a centrist party has not developed either that would be able to form 

coalitions with both sides and any attempt in that direction has not been able to sustain itself. 

The Hungarian model therefore has adopted numerous features of the Bonn Republic and later 

the Berlin Republic, but in the final analysis, it has evolved into a different type of political 

system. Elsewhere in Central Europe, the receptivity to the German model is even more 

limited, it involved only the adoption of a few institutional models. 

It is also easy to discover traces of the German model in the European Union’s political 

system, although the lack of European statehood permanently differentiates the two political 

systems. Particularly the European cooperation procedure process is what corresponds to the 

model whereas the German government is compelled to work together with the opposition, 

namely between the Bundestag and the Bundesrat. By the same token, the European Court’s 

prominence models the German constitutional court’s preeminence within the political 
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system, or the lack of direct democratic tools from both the European and the German federal 

systems are quite apparent. Moreover, the international role perception of the Berlin Republic, 

the favoring of civilian power and the shying away from military involvement also largely 

parallel the European Union’s developing role perceptions. Beyond the lack of statehood, 

however, there are also other reasons why the two political systems do not match each other. 

For example, the differing election system and the lack of clear parliamentary majority based 

on party discipline and further, unlike chancellory democracy, the multi-faceted coordinative 

leadership in the EU also spells a pronounced difference. Of course, it is conceivable that not 

even the German chancellor would like the idea of an upper handed „European chancellor” 

next to her, although it is not entirely out of the question that this position will be created in 

the future in order to foster integration in the European Union modeled after the Berlin 

Republic. 

3.4  Opportunities for further use 

The conclusions and observations of my dissertation can hopefully be well utilized in 

Hungarian-language political science literature. (1) First, I would cite the parallel historical 

transformation of the German party system, which largely served as a model for the 

Hungarian party system. The example of the transformation of the CDU and SPD also could 

serve as a model for the Hungarian right- and left wings, since it influenced their Hungarian 

counterparts. This is true, for example, of the „social democratization” of the Christian 

democrats or the fragmentation of the German left. (2) Secondly, the observation of the 

distorting effects of the German election system could be a lesson for us. My research affirms 

that government majorities, primarily in the Berlin Republic, are assured by the „winners’ 

compensation”, the redistribution of excess (fractional) votes, which molds or strengthens the 

system. Although this institution has been eliminated from the German system since 2013, it 

could still be useful when studying Hungarian election systems. (3) It could also enhance the 

study of Hungarian political science that we described the functioning of veto power in the 

chapter entitled „limitations of reform capability” and sought to identify their equivalents in 

the Hungarian political system. In my viewpoint, the Berlin Republic’s dilemmas with respect 

to reforming its institutional system, which in itself has been the obstacle to reform can also 

serve the understanding of the Hungarian political system’s transformation since 2006. (4) 

Fourthly, the description and analysis of the German federal structure needs to be highlighted. 

Only the German political system’s thorough comprehension can help understand the 
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unwritten rules, legal aspects and partial future concepts of European policymaking. Of 

course, we cannot talk about the Germanization of the European Union, but it is evident that 

the leading role of the Germans has increased the German influence in political thinking, 

particularly in the containment of the European recession. (5) Finally, Germany’s increasing 

international role requires the understanding of this regional power’s internal functioning, its 

preferences and stability, so that Germany can become a dominant and accountable actor of 

international politics, particularly European politics. 
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